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“When UV meets IR…”
• In the context of this conference UV meets IR where radiation

from massive stars encounters dust in the interstellar medium,
i.e. in the immediate vicinity of:
– HII regions.
– OB and super-OB associations.
– Super-star clusters.

• At these locations:
– Energy is injected in the different phases of the ISM.
– Components of the ISM are transformed.
– Emission is generated that will later be used to trace the star

formation process.



Outline

– HII regions in the Magellanic clouds:
• They are close and therefore resolved
• They are far and therefore completely mapped
• They are hosted by metal-poor, actively star-forming galaxies

– Super-star clusters in Blue Compact Dwarf Galaxies:
• SSCs are a common feature of intense star formation episodes
• BCDGs are fairly simple galaxies where star formation is episodic
• Some BCDGs are nearby enough that SSC populations are resolved
• BCDGs are among the least chemically evolved galaxies



Magellanic Clouds HII regions: N 4

Hα JHK

•  A small HII region (2 ionizing stars) with a rather simple geometry.

•  Possibly in a rather early stage: the ionizing stars are not visible and the nebula
hosts embedded sources revealed in the NIR.

• The HII region is bordered by a molecular cloud to the north-east.



Magellanic Clouds HII regions: N 66
• N 66 (NGC 346) is the brightest

HII region of the SMC.

• It hosts at least 33 O stars.

• There is at least one WR star
which indicates a young age for
the region.

• Even in the visible, it is clear
that dust is quite intimately
linked to the region.

• Very little molecular gas is
detected around the nebula.

Hubble Heritage



Common features
• Both regions are prominent optically.
• Yet both are also quite bright in the

infrared showing the close association
of dust.

• Their mid-IR spectrum is rather
characteristic of mild to active star-
forming objects.

Because they are resolved we can:
• Associate MIR features with ISM

phases.
• Study the impact of the UV field

on the dust properties.

N4

N66

6.75 µm on digitized sky survey
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Integrated mid-IR spectra

The MIR spectral energy distribution is a composite
       Interpreting broad band data can be misleading



Spatial origin of the components: PAHs

Contours: K band (nebular emission)
Color: “pure” PAH band at 7.7

N4
N66

Narrow band at 7.7µm

CO on broad 6.7 µm band

• PAH emission tends to avoid the ionized region
• PAH emission is strong at the interface with

molecular clouds
• PAH are detected in low-metallicity objects

This narrow-
band filter
still contains
a mix of
emissions



Spatial origin of the components: VSGs

Contours: “pure” continuum at 15 µm
Grey-scale: Broad-band 15 µm

Contours: SIV
Grey-scale: NeIII

N66 N66

• The broad-band 15 µm appears to be predominantly made of the VSG continuum
emission.

• This component of emission shows clear spatial association with the ionic lines

Gas and dust are strongly coupled inside the ionized region



Spatial origin of the components: VSGs

Contours: K nebular emission
Colors: “pure” continuum at 15µm
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Contours: K nebular emission
Colors: SIV

N4

Yellow contours: SIV
Black contours: pure continuum
Colors: PAH 7.7 µm

N4

• Close association of the MIR continuum
emission and nebular and ionized gas
emission

• The continuum emission occurs inside
the region delineated by PAHs.

Gas and dust are strongly coupled inside the ionized region



Effects of the radiation field
• From the stellar content we can estimate the radiation field.
• The individual spectra can be plotted against the intensity of the radiation field.

Projected distribution of the
radiation field at 1600 Å in N66, in
units of the local ISRF,
with the broad-band at 6.7 µm
superimposed



Effects of the radiation field

N4

Opacity in the mid-IR
Peak of the 15 µm continuum

With the increasing energy density:
• NeIII and SIV strengthen
• The continuum from VSGs “slides” in
• PAH features appear to decrease

but this is a combination of a true
destruction and of a decrease of
their relative importance.

• Optical depth effects?



Effects of the radiation field

N66

Note: energy density scale in N66 starts were it ended in N4



Conclusions (1)
Using local HII regions and OB associations we can:

– Understand the physical mechanisms associated with the making of a
complete galactic SED (e.g. grain processing through radiation,
modification of the thermodynamical regime, grain destruction).

– Associate a particular shape of SED with a phase of the ISM.

– Define a scale in energy for the appearance of certain features in the IR
SED of an object.

Open questions:
– Cumulative effect of these regions on the ISM and SED of a galaxy as a

whole.

– What is the actual role of metallicity (see Bot et al. 04).

– Dust undergoes a wide variety of transformation processes in the general
ISM (I.e. far from star forming regions) that can also affect the SED and that
we are not seeing when we focus on star-forming regions.



Moving up in scale: super-star clusters
30 Dor - VLT FORS

A local example of a super star cluster:
30Dor in the LMC

• 100-1000 O star equivalents
• 106-109  L    bolometric luminosity
• 104-107  M    of stars
• Core radius = 1-3 pc
• External radius < 50 pc
• Age < 10 Myr
• Frequent in starburst and interacting

galaxies



Particular hosts: blue compact dwarfs
Blue compact dwarf galaxies

(BCDGs) are:
• Undergoing intense star formation episodes

(they are blue)
• Often made of a single star-forming region

(compact)
• “simple” morphologically and dynamically

(dwarf)

Composite V,I image from HST

SBS 0335-052

II Zw 40 (Ks)They also show:
• Low metal abundances
• Episodic star-formation

histories

He 2-10 composite from HST



Particular SSCs: dust-enshrouded ones
These clusters should be extremely efficient in clearing their surroundings,
yet an increasing population of heavily obscured SSCs is showing up

NGC 5253 Vanzi & Sauvage 04
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A radiation transfer model of this source returns
• a dust mass of 105 M   ,
• a stellar mass of 106 M   ,
• lack of small grains

Opacity is 8-20 Vmag depending on the association of the
visible and infrared data.



Conclusions (2)
From the observation of obscured clusters in NGC 5253, SBS
0335, He 2-10, II Zw 40, a series of characteristic features of
the IR SED can be extracted:

• The impact of high-energy radiation can be felt:
PAHs are not observed, the size distribution
show a deficiency in small grains.

• The high opacity of source can lead to a partial
to total decoupling of the UV-optical and IR-mm
SED of a galaxy.

• Because we observe BCDGs, these clusters
can be as luminous as their host.

NGC 5253
12 µm on visible image

Gorjian et al. 2001

SBS 0335-052
Spitzer/IRS
Houck et al. 04

II Zw 40
ISOCAM
Madden et al. 05



Next steps:
• Assess the frequency of obscured SSCs

He 2-10 Pox 36 Tol 1924

UM 462Tol 35Tol 3
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Next steps:

• Create better models:
– Including grains that are out of equilibrium to obtain a more

accurate description of the dust.

– Including some elements of the dynamical evolution of the
system, to predict the evolution of these obscured systems into
visible ones.

– Trying to tie the parameters of these sources to some
properties of the host galaxy or of the ISM.


